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ऄஃݦඨݺ౨ലຍնଡִ
ࠐΔ۞ൕۂ᠔ஃسఐհ
৵ऱᆖመ֗֨ሁᖵ࿓ࡉՕ୮ऄ
ᒴΖ
ࡎسਢຍᏖᑌऱྤൄΜ༓ଡ
ִছΔۂ᠔ஃऱ᠔᛭ՠإ܂ଖᦙ
ழཚΖݺଚ߷ழՈଶ၇Աԫར
٤ᄅऱࢪΔթᄷໂჺၞװ۰Ι
ۂ᠔ஃ᜔ጩႽԱભഏኄΔڶԫར
ԫ֊ਊᅃ۞աړ።ऱᄅࢪΔ
ࢪࡌຟਢᖫࣥΖॺהൄऱ
ᦟΔՈৰᘋᕿΖ
վڣԲִࢍࡉԿִॣΔݺଚ
ၲࡨല၆ૹऱढࡉૹ֮ٙᇘ
ᒣΔൕ៱୮ჺࠩᄅࡺΖհ৵Δۂ
᠔ஃၲࡨᤚહຝڶរక࿀Ζದ
٣אਢჺᒣழށ႞હຝΔࢬ
ࣹאრΖ܀ਢΔࠟଡਣཚመװ
ԱΔહ࿀ყࠐყᣤ
ૹΔၲࡨᚘࠩ壀ᆖΔ
ᆬՈၲࡨԱದࠐΖ
װࡳެהᅃMRIΰு
٥*אᆄԫΖ
ةݺྤऄݱ
ಖԿִԲԼֲ߷֚Δ
ਢਣཚऱՀ֑Կ
រ Ζ ࠝ  Andyᝫ ڇ
࣋ਞΔݺଚԫದຩ
ۂ᠔ஃװᅃNSJΖה
ᅃࠐנݙΔየ૿ూ
୲Δݺଚאຟࠃ
ԱΖუࠩהᎅΔ
Y٠ઝ᠔ஃהԱ

ׂΔהࠩહຝऱԫଡ౩
९ԱԫଡৰՕऱᆭᒆΖᙟ৵Δᆖ
طCT Scanΰឰᐋൿ༴αऱ࣠Δ
ᒔࡳהऱਢॄᛮรཚΔۖ
բᆖ᠏ฝࠩ౩ԱΖຍటਢ墾
֚ᨊΜݺԫழլवڕ۶ਢړΖ
֨უΔ߷הᏖڍऱఐԳ৻Ꮦ
ᙄΛ৻ᏖຍࠄఐԳބᔞٽऱ
᠔سΛהऱ်ࢬ৻ᏖΛ؏
ٽऱਢΔԿִԲԼֲऱխ֑Δݺ
ଚթଶࡉࢪچข٘տપᔄࢪ
Ζ
ۂࠌܛ᠔ஃߪ᧯ৰլငࣚΔ
հ৵ऱ֚ࠟΔהԾװڃ်ࢬ
်ΖԱ26ଡષᢴΕऴᆩᢴΔ
Ա31༓ଡ॰်ఐԳΙࠉྥࡉఐԳ
ᓫూଅسΔړቝչᏖࠃຟ࿇س
ԫᑌΖรԿ֚Δהऱહբᆖ࿀ࠩ

D

harma Master Yo asked me to
share with you what Dr. Chiang
and our family have gone through
these past five months.
Life is so very unpredictable! Just a
few months ago, Dr. Chiang was at the
peak of his medical practice. We were
in the process of moving into a brand
new house. It was his dream home. It’s
got everything he ever wanted built in
it. The new house was surrounded by
woods and lots of trees, which he loved.
He was very excited about it. At the
end of February and the beginning of
March, we began to pack our valuables
and important documents into boxes
and move from our old house to the
new one. His back then began to hurt.
We thought he probably just pulled
some muscles while
lifting boxes and did not
take too much notice of
it. Well, the back pain
got worse for the next
two weeks and began to
pinch the nerve, causing
numbness of the left
leg. He decided to get
an MRI of the spine to
make sure everything
was okay.
I will never forget
March 20th, Thursday,
at 3 p.m. [Our son]
Andy was still on his
spring break. We all
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From left : Alice Chiang, Andy Chiang and Dr. Chiang
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ྤऄದݩऱ࿓৫ΖൕڼΔۂ᠔ஃ
༉౨٦ᔏၞ်ࢬԫޡΖ
ᅃۂ᠔ஃΔࠩה܂
ᛀࡉए᛭ਢԫႈ٤ऱՠ܂Δ
ݺ܀Ոਢה်ࢬऱᆖΖؘႊཙ
הࢬڶఐԳऱ᠏်Δ်ࢬऱ
۩ਙࡉᄐ೭ऱՠ܂ΙᤝڕᏁཙ
ۂ᠔ஃބԫړۯ᠔ஃࠐᅃࢬה
ڶऱఐԳΔፖᢐᕪஃࡉࠡה᠔ᥨ
Գऱ࠰ᓳΖೈڼհ؆Δᝫ
ᔄࢪΔჺᄅ୮Μຍࠄ༓ຟਢ
ྤऄګݙऱٚ೭Δݺ១ऴլ
๛Μ
ߪ۵ඒஈΔ۞ݺաৰ堚
ᄑΔຍਢۂ᠔ஃመسװऱᄐᎽΔ
ڂվהسਢଡՕړԳΔৰڍ
ࠃΔඑԱৰڍԳΙՈਢۂ᠔ஃ
ࡉݺऱ٥ᄐΖຍࠄᄐᎽΔ༉ቝᕅ
ណଅԫᑌΔࠐႨΔᨃݺଚൻ
֫լ֗Μݺၲࡨڇ֚ޢ۵ছཙۂ
᠔ஃޣᣭΔൕࠩڰඡՕ༟
ࡃΖ۵ဆ៳ࡉՂԳԫऴףڇထ
ݺଚΔڂೈԱऄஃྤழլࠥڇ
ᣂᅃհ؆Δტᤚࠩ֨խડྥڶԫ
ै؎ՕۖլࢴݼױऱԺၦࡉࡳ
ԺΔ֭ڇᐶထݺΔᚥࣚ܌ݺܗຍ
ࠄᎽᡶΖ
ۂ᠔ஃլՆ༉હຝऱՕ
֫ΔԾڻऱ֏᛭ΔԿԼ༓
ڻऱ࣋୴ᒵए᛭Δྥۖᛮาઽᝫ
ᤉᥛڇឩཋΕڇᓍΖৰڻڍቫ
ᇢထ۞ݺشաऱࠏה္ܫ۵ऄ
ऱጟጟړΔ࢚ה۵ΙՈᣠה
شଇढ᛭ऄ֗խᢐए᛭ࠐᓳ塄ߪ
֨Δ᜔܀ਢԺլൕ֨Ζڂהೈ
Աਢ᠔سհ؆Δᝫਢ֏سᖂ୮ࡉ
܍ᖂ୮Ι᜔ਢݺஞอૠᑇڗ
ࠐᢞࣔຍࠄֱऄᒔኔڶயΔהթ
ᣋრٽΖ
ԮִխڲΔۂ᠔ஃڂ֏
᛭ऱ೫ش܂۰ၞ᠔ೃΔ߷ழהԫ
ऴլೖऱٷΔྤऄၞଇΖ۰ೃ৵
ऱรԲଡਣཚΔ٤ߪၲࡨ௬ᆭΔ
ᜢଃՈޥطࠩྤऄᎅᇩΖ᠔س
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ݺ္ܫΔהଚբᆖྤ֫ޔԱΖ
ᅝۂ᠔ஃवሐໍהՀ༓ଡਣཚ
ழΔ࡛נהऱࡳΖ
ຍழה္ܫݺΔψਝྥ᠔
سᎅբᆖڶඑԱΔڶڇᔾ
۵ဆ៳ࠐඑ܃ԱΔൕڇၲࡨΔ
܃ట࢚֨چ۵Δॳᚦॲ۵ᄎࠐ
൷ࠩ܃ᄕᑗऱΖωݺԾኙה
ᎅΔψᄕᑗڶᑗΔڶ
ેΔ႓८چΔࠩຟਢᣪ៲Ζ
࢚۵࢚ࠩԫ֨լ႖Δ༉אױ
ֱ۫سՒΖωהᚨၲࡨ࢚
۵Ζψ࢚܃ԫᜢ۵Δ༉אױ
৫ԫଡᛮาઽΙ࢚ԫᆄᜢ۵Δ༉
৫ԱԫᆄଡᛮาઽωΔהూԱΖ
່৵ה္ܫݺΔψྤᓵڕ۶Δԫ
ࡳஞנఐࡉඑԳऱ壄壀ࠐ࢚
۵Ζω
ຍଡழଢΔה൷࠹ऄஃऱ৬
ᤜΔެࡳઅࠉԿᣪΔࠀ࠹նݹΖ
ԮִԲԼԮֲऱՀ֑Δऄஃ֗
ࡺՓࠐࠩ᠔ೃऱఐࢪΖۂ᠔ஃڇ
ࠟۯऄஃ૿ছઅࠉԱΔࠀ࠹Ան
ݹΖৰլױ৸ᤜچΔڇԿઅնݹ
৵ऱรԲ֚Δۂ᠔ஃऱ௬ᆭࡺྥ
ݙ٤؈ΔᜭॺۥൄऱદᑮΖլ
אױ܀ՕᜢᎅᇩΔۖΔאױၞ
ଇۖլቭٷΜ᠔سଚೈԱ᧫հ
؆ΔՈॺൄլױᆜॾΔຍղۂ
᠔ஃৰՕऱॾ֨ࡉቔᚐΜൕڼհ
৵Δהբᆖאױ٤ྥ࣋ՀΔॺൄ
۞چڇ壄ၞ࢚چ۵Ζ
إᅝۂ᠔ஃऱఐൣዬ
ࡳΔإᄷໂ൷ڃה୮᛭塄ழΔה
ડྥᤚࡅܺܮᣄΔ֨ሂݶףΔ
ۖၲࡨ࿇ᗈযቬΖຍଡழଢΔ
ݺवሐழࠥࠩݶԱΖAndyࡉݺᙅ
ᅃऄஃऱਐقΔၲࡨՕᜢࡉۂ᠔
ஃԫದ࢚۵Ζڶ༓ڻΔݺംהΔ
ڶڶࠩॳᚦॲ۵ࠐ൷֧Δה
ూထរᙰᎅψڶΖωլመسڇ
ছ৵ΔݺଚՈམ༓ڻტ࠹ࠩବᘣ
႘ऱեឫΖԫՀΔAndyᄎ១
چ༴૪Ζ

ឈྥΔۂ᠔ஃጩਢټ೫ࠡ
ኔऱψᜯழࣄ۵ᆬωΔ܀ਢΔ༉
ቝπ۵ᎅॳᚦॲᆖρ༼ࠩऱΔۂ
᠔ஃటਢڶψΕ壂ᐚΕڂ
ᒴωΔףՂ࢚۵բᆖ࢚ࠩψԫ֨
լ႖Ε֨լᣌଙωΔࢬݺאઌॾ
הᚨᇠਢֱ۫سᄕᑗԱΖ
ՂԳڇၲقᙕխൄ༼ࠩψ֨
ᇨঞᨋωΔტᚨሐٌటਢլױ৸
ᤜऱΖڇຍݺऱԳسளຜՂ່
ᜱܺऱழཚΔԫऴტ࠹ࠩ۵
ဆ៳ࡉՂԳऱს༟ΕཕᐝΔהଚ
ྤشၦ٠ᔕཏᅃထݺΖ່৵Δݺ
უشଉᨬ㠪ऱԫࠐ℘ሐݺנຍ
նଡִࠐऱ֨ᜢΔ߷༉ਢψᇨრ
ֱΔ壆۵٤ߪΖω
accompanied Dr. Chiang to have the
MRI. As he came out of the test, he
was wearing a smile on his face. Andy
and I were relieved. But he then went
on and told us that the radiologist
had shown him the film, and he had
seen a large tumor inside one of the
vertebrae. Subsequently, a CT Scan
confirmed that Dr. Chiang had stage
IV lung cancer, which had already
spread to the spine. It was so shocking
and devastating for me! I didn’t know
what to do. The first thing that came to
my mind was: what’s going to happen
to all his patients? Who would be
willing to cover for Dr. Chiang? And
what’s going to happen to his medical
practice that he cares so very much
about? Coincidently, March 20th was
also the day that we had just signed the
contract to list our old house for sale.
Even though Dr. Chiang was ailing,
he went back to the office over the next
two days, performed 15 endoscopies
and colonoscopies, and saw 25
patients. He was still laughing and
joking with the patients as if nothing
had happened. But starting Sunday,
three days after he was diagnosed, his
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Over 400 people attended Dr. Chiang’s memorial service.

condition continued deteriorating. He
was in so much pain and couldn’t get
out of bed any more. After that, he was
never able to go back to his office ever
again.
Taking care of Dr. Chiang and
bringing him to various tests/scans and
treatment/therapy was already a full
time job for me. But being his medical
practice manager, I had to handle
the transition of the patient care as
well as the business and operation of
the office, including finding a good
physician to cover for Dr. Chiang as
well as coordinating with pharmacies
and other health care professionals. In
addition, I had to deal with selling the
old house and eventually moving. To
me, it was almost mission impossible!
It was a tremendous and overwhelming
burden for me.
Being a Buddhist, it is very clear
to me that this was karmic retribution
appearing right in front of us. We were
in this together. These karmic situations
came chasing us like a huge hurricane
and totally caught us off guard! I know
this was the karma from Dr. Chiang’s
previous life, because in this life he
was such a good, kindhearted man
who had saved so many people’s lives.
So, I began to repent to the Buddha
on Dr. Chiang’s behalf and recite the

Great Compassion Mantra vigorously,
incorporating the recitation into my
daily activities all day long. I know
I was being blessed by Buddhas,
Bodhisattvas, and Venerable Master
Hua because in addition to the
Dharma Masters’ caring and support,
all of a sudden I felt an enormous and
irresistible power and strength in me
at all times helping me overcome so
many karmic obstacles.
Recently, Dr. Chiang did
back surgery to remove the tumor
in the vertebrae, four sessions of
chemotherapy, and over 30 sessions
of radiation treatment, yet the cancer
cells continued to grow and to spread!
I made many attempts to share the
Buddhadharma with him using my
own experience as an example. I also
urged him to accept some alternative
medicine and food therapy for body
and mind healing, but I could never
totally convince him. Being not only
a physician but also biochemist and
immunologist himself, Dr. Chiang
was very skeptical of my advice.
In mid-July, Dr. Chiang was
admitted to the hospital due to
side effects from chemotherapy. He
couldn’t keep any food down and was
constantly throwing up. His condition
started gradually going downhill. A

week later, his arms and legs were all
swollen, and he lost his voice. The
oncologist told us that it was about the
time to put his hands in his pockets, as
there was nothing he could do medically
to help Dr. Chiang. When we were told
Dr. Chiang only had weeks to live, he
was surprisingly very calm. This was
when I told him that only Buddhas
and Bodhisattvas could save him now. I
asked him to begin vigorously reciting
Amitabha’s name, and explained to
him that the land of Ultimate Bliss is
covered by gold and surrounded by so
many treasures and that there will be
no suffering, only enjoyment of every
bliss. If he recited Amitabha’s name
wholeheartedly, he would attain rebirth
in the land of Ultimate Bliss. He agreed
and began to do so.
I told him that if he recited the
Buddha’s name one time, he would
liberate one cancer cell; if he recited
10,000 times, he’d liberate 10,000
cancer cells. He laughed. I went on
and told him to recite with as much
diligence as if his patients were very
sick, and he needed to save their lives.
He listened and acknowledged my
words. He also took Dharma Master
Yo’s advice and agreed to take refuge
with the Triple Jewel and receive the
Five Precepts.
On July 27th, Dharma Master
Yo and Dharma Master Jai along
with disciple Kao came to visit Dr.
Chiang in the hospital. Dr. Chiang
took refuge with Venerable Master
Hua and received the five precepts
from Dharma Master Yo and Dharma
Master Jai. Inconceivably, the very
next day, the swelling of his arms and
legs diminished! He looked so much
healthier with pink cheeks. Not only
did he begin to talk out loud but also
he was able to start eating and keep
the food down without vomiting! The
oncologist was so stunned and amazed
NOVEMBER 2008 VAJRA BODHI SEA
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and couldn’t figure out why. This gave
Dr. Chiang so much confidence and
encouragement. All of sudden, he was
able to totally let go of his worries and
be totally at ease. After that, he began
reciting Buddha’s name even more
vigorously.
As we were thinking Dr. Chiang
was stable enough to come home,
he started to develop difficulty in
breathing. His heart was pounding very
fast. Coughing and fever complicated
the condition. I knew the end was
coming. Andy and I followed the
Dharma Master’s suggestion to recite
along with him. A few times when I
asked him whether he saw Amitabha

coming, he nodded his head and
said, “Yes!” Right before and after Dr.
Chiang’s passing, we did encounter a
few incidences of interference from
creditors of Dr. Chiang’s previous
lives. Andy will briefly describe
what happened during and after Dr.
Chiang’s passing later.
Although Dr. Chiang was
seeking help of the Buddha at the
very last minutes, he did have good
roots, blessings, virtues, and causal
connections as described in The
Buddha Speaks of Amitabha Sutra,
and he was reciting Buddha’s name so
vigorously and wholeheartedly without
confusion. Therefore, I believe he will

attain rebirth in Amitabha’s land of
Ultimate Bliss.
In his Dharma Talks, Venerable
Master Hua often spoke of how
sincerity brings a response that
intertwines with the Way. It is truly an
inconceivable phenomenon. I myself
have felt and witnessed Buddhas and
Bodhisattvas’ compassion, wisdom,
and boundless light shining on me
during this most difficult time of my
life. I would like to share a phrase with
you which best describes what I went
through during the past five months.
The phrase is from Incense Praise:
“If our hearts are sincere and earnest,
all Buddhas will manifest.”
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ऱटटڇ9ִ27ֲਣཚքՀ
֑سΖڇ9ִ25ֲਣཚ
߷֚Δݺଚ༉वሐटटբᆖݶ
ߨࠩࡎسऱึរΖააࡉݺຍ༓
֚ࠐຟ۰ڇ᠔ೃຩटटΔਣཚն
Հ֑քរؐ׳ΔݺଚࠩួᏚ塢ڜ
ඈटटऱ৵ࠃΔᙟ৵༉უ᎔ڃ᠔
ೃΖຍழΔააડྥ൷ࠩঅڜֆ
ऱሽᇩΔᎅਢݺଚ୮ऱ࿋ᤞ
ርԱΖψڶԳڇ୮Δ৻Ꮦᤞ
ርքរᄎડྥದΛωააᖜ֨
ᄎڶୱ՛ᠣԵΔ᎔ጹࡉڃݺ୮
Ζ༓։ᤪ৵Δࠟຝᤞ߫᎔ࠩΔ
ᤞኘݺଚؚၲ߫ऱ॰Δ࣠
ࠩ৵॰ਢၲထऱΖᤞኘၞԵࢪ
ࠩჼΔࠀڶ࿇ڶԳᠣ
ԵऱฉᇾΖ
ააࡉݺթچ֨ڜ᎔ڃ᠔
ೃຩटटΔຍ֚ඡՂΔݺଚԫऴ
Օᜢटट࢚۵Ζהԫ૿ᦫΔԫ
૿೯הऱᏯΔᇢထࡉݺଚԫದ
࢚ΔᜭՂॺנൄ۞ڇऱూ୲Ζ
ຍጟూ୲Δਢאݺছڶመ
ऱΔ༉ړቝהࠩԫጟאছൕࠐ
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ڶመऱቼۿ
ऱΖ࣠ྥΔააം
הΔψ܃ਢլਢ
ࠩॳᚦॲ۵ࠐ൷֧
ԱΛωהూထរᙰΖ
รԲ֚Δटट
سऱ߷֚ڰՂΔה
ೈԱณᅪאױ᠏೯հ
؆Δ٤ߪբᆖྤऄ
೯ᐘΖᅝݺଚڇה
࢚۵ழΔݺࠩटटณߡੌנෝ
ֽΔवሐटटᝫᦫࠩᜢଃΖݺ
߷ழܘԺޓՕᜢऱ࢚۵Δݺवሐ
ழଢբᆖࠩݶԱΖ
टटਢਣཚքՀ֑ԲរԲԼ
Բ։سऱΖسהڇছ৵ऱ༓
։ᤪؐ׳Δ࿇سԱԫٙৰ࡛ࢡऱ
ࠃΖ߷༉ਢ᠔ೃऱᥨీࡉఐࢪ
ၴऱ൳ᕴऱᐾଃᖲડྥದΔ
ۖޢሶ༓։ᤪ༉۞աದΔ
ႚࠐᥨՓ՛ࡦᎅΚψᏁᚥڦ
ႯΛωᇬംऱᜢଃΖ߷ழΔڶݺ
រسΔ༉ၒࠩছ૿឵ឺהଚ
լեឫݺଚ࢚۵Ζ

Հ֑Բរ׳ؐתΔააᓮ
ᥨՓࠐނរዠᖲᕴऱ༺ᙰࢸൾΔ
ൕݺڼଚޓറ֨ᤉᥛ࢚۵Ζط
ტຍᏖࡺڍՓΕ۵֖ছࠐ᠔ೃ
ᚥटट࢚ܗΖᅝटटመழΔڂ
ࡅܺܮᣄΔ।ൣ࿀ેΖ܀ਢᆖ
መ༓ଡ՛ழՕ୮ᇨ֨ऱ࢚ܗΔट
टऱᜭຝ।ൣৰࣔ᧩ऱ᠏᧢ॺګ
ൄს壁Ε֧Գࣹؾऱూ୲Ζຍ
ኙਢՏటᆄᒔऱΜݺೈԱᔼ᧫հ
؆Δቅྥسದԫ։ᄃհ֨Ζإ
ᅝԶ՛ழऱݶ࢚ܗႽየழΔՕᄗ
Լរᤪመ৵լՆΔડྥၴբᆖࢸ
ൾ༺ᙰऱរዠᖲᕴΔၲࡨࡅದ
ࠐΔ༓։ᤪ༉ຑᥛࡅΔԫ٥ړ

ඳ೩ϣ Bodhi Field
༓ڻΖ
टटسऱรԲ֚Δࡉݺა
აᓫ֗टटᜯึழ࿇سऱຍ༓ٙ
ࠃΔթ৽ྥՕஔѧѧࠐ୮㠪॰
ડྥ۞೯ؚၲΔఐࢪऱ൳ᐖᐾ
ᕴડྥದΔᣂൾሽᄭऱរዠᖲ
ᕴડྥၲࡨࡅѧѧटटسছ
৵࠹ࠩऱຍࠄեឫࡉॴᡶΔຟਢ
टटመسװऱବᘣ႘Δუጐֱ
ऄॴᡶݺଚ࢚۵Ζ
! ! ! ! լመΔटट່৵ऱూ୲ܫڇ
္ݺΔהբᆖߠࠩॳᚦॲ۵Ζط
࣍ࡺۯٺՓΕ۵֖߷Ꮦᇨ֨ܗچ
࢚Δტᚨࠩॳᚦॲ۵ཋ࿇נ٠ࠐ
ᏆटटΔ֧ᖄֱ۫ٻߨהᄕᑗ
ΖឈྥटटऱณᅪຨՂԱΔ
ה܀ऱփ֨㤪ؚၲԱΖՕ
୮Δॳᚦॲ۵Μ

M

y dad passed away on Saturday,
August 16th, in the afternoon.
Heading into that Thursday, August
14th, we knew that my dad was
probably nearing the end of his life,
so Mom and I made sure that we
were in my dad’s hospital room at
all times. Around 3 p.m. on Friday,
my mom and I had an appointment
at the funeral home to discuss the
arrangement. But pretty much right
as we got back to the hospital from
the funeral home around 6 p.m, my
mom received a call from our home’s
security company. They called to tell
us that the alarm system had gone off
at home and to see if we were okay.
Naturally, my mom told them that we
hadn’t been in the house since 2 p.m;
Therefore, it was really strange that the
alarm went off around 6 p.m. ; This was
the first time our alarm had ever gone
off, so my mom was afraid someone
had broken into our house. We
decided to rush back home to make
sure things were okay. We waited for
two police cars to show up. When we

opened the garage door, we noticed
that the rear door to the house was
open. The police went in the house
and checked every room and found no
trace of anyone breaking in.
When we were confident that our
home was fine, my mom and I rushed
back to the hospital to be with my
dad. That night we were reciting the
Amitabha Buddha’s name all night
long. When dad was listening to us
reciting the Buddha’s name, he would
move his lips trying so hard to recite
with us and often breaking into huge
smiles. These smiles were different
than his usual smiles--as if he were
experiencing something he’d never
experienced before. And indeed, when
my mom asked him, “Did you see
the Buddhas and Bodhisattvas?” he
nodded to say yes.
The next day, on the morning of
the day that my dad passed away, he
could not really move anything but
his eyes. As we recited the Amitabha
Buddha’s name to him, I saw tears
coming down from his eyes. That’s
how I knew he could hear me. So I
was reciting even louder and more
vigorously, because I knew the end
was near.
My dad passed away that Saturday
afternoon at 2:22 p.m. But just a few
minutes before and after dad’s passing,
something very strange was happening.
The intercom speaker kept coming on
(at least three times), and the front
desk nurse kept asking us, “How can
I help you?” even though no one had
pressed the emergency button. In fact,
I had gotten so annoyed by it that I
left my dad’s room to go tell the front
desk that we were trying to recite the
Amitabha Buddha’s name, and the
intercom speaker kept distracting us.
At 2:30 p.m., my mom asked the
nurse to come in and unplug the IV

machine. When dad passed away, his
face froze in the suffering state he was
in when he took his last breath. Our
heartfelt thanks to so many of you
who came to the hospital to help us
recite Amitabha Buddha’s name. After
several hours of recitation, my dad’s
face began to change, even though he
had died hours earlier. The suffering
state of his mouth changed into a
decidedly noticeable smile. It was
unmistakable! I was in absolute shock
and awe at what I had seen.
A little after 10 p.m. towards the
end of the recitation of the Amitabha
prayer, all of a sudden, the unplugged
IV machine started beeping again as
if it were on, for a few times in a row!
(But it had been turned off for almost
eight hours by that point!).
The next day, when I finally
had a chance to think about all the
incredible things that happened in the
last two days, and I had a chance to
talk to my mom about it, I was then
able to make sense of everything.
The rear door opening by itself, the
hospital intercom speaker going off
by itself, and the IV beeping after it
had been turned off…This was all the
work of enemy spirits that were trying
to distract my family and I from
focusing our attention on my dad as
he was about to die. I understood then
that these spirits were from my dad’s
past lives and were trying to keep us
away from my dad.
I realized that the smile from my
dad’s face even after he passed away
was his way of communicating to us
that he had found Amitabha, through
the light that our prayers had created
for him and that he would find his
way to the Pure Land. My dad’s eyes
had closed, but he opened mine.
Thank
you
very
much.
Amitabha!!
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